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Cover Letter
This portfolio represents my Composition I: Writing the College Experience class during the Fall
2014 semester. This was my entrance into composition studies and my first teaching experience. For the
first half of the semester I was trying to find my voice and teaching style, but I kept the course outcomes
at the center of my lesson plans: rhetorical knowledge, writing process, genre conventions, multimodal
transformations, and reflective practices. I reiterated these outcomes in nearly every class to get the
students to think critically of their writing as well as the texts in their everyday lives.
In this portfolio are the three major projects assigned over the course of the semester and three
representative assignments that were part of the invention process. Project One focused on defining
literacy and pushed the students to think critically of their writing process and history. Project Two was
focused on typographical genre studies with a heavy focus on visual analysis and document design. This
project required several lectures on rhetorical terms and uses, as well as typographical studies before
the project was introduced and explained. Project Three introduced rogerian argument which allowed
me to introduce my students to research, citations styles, and source use. All three of these projects
built up to the next with an emphasis on rhetorical knowledge. The latter two projects required creative
components which are also included to show the multimodal transformations
that were encouraged. While teaching these projects I also stressed process as
something recursive, as well as the importance of physical space. To show this
importance, I had my students take pictures of their “comp space” and upload

“Comp Space”

the pictures to Instagram with the hashtag “#yourcompspace.” This allowed them to reflect on how
their writing space affected their mood and if it was a conducive environment to work in. Each picture
was uploaded when the portfolios were submitted.
My assignments and teaching style changed over the course of the semester. The first unit
ended up stopping and stalling until I brought in multimodal lectures and presentations. My class easily
lost focus if I attempted to talk more than five minutes without a prompt, so I worked videos, sound
clips, pictures, and discussion questions into every class. After this shift in teaching style, my class was
interacting with the course material even when they found the readings on the same topic boring and
difficult to understand. The assignments towards the end of this portfolio demonstrate how I attempted
to make their homework engaging through creative writing, critical thinking, and collaboration. The
“Instructor’s Bio Revision” assignment allowed the students to invert the power structure of a class and
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use creativity to potentially poke fun at the instructor while also learning how GoogleDocs works. “For
Your Audience…Rhetorically Speaking” was based off of Janet Boyd’s article “Murder! (Rhetorically
Speaking),” which prompts students to think of rhetorical situations and write in specific genres. Finally,
“Business Collaboration” took rhetorical and genre knowledge and pushed the students into a
workplace event where they must collaborate to accomplish two workplace writing scenarios.
My assignments became more elaborate and structured as the semester progressed. The more I
researched composition studies and rhetoric, the more confident I became in presenting intricate ideas
to the students. I brought in pop culture references as well as examples of different genres to help
explain the projects and assignments. I started to look into the likes of John Swales, Geoff Sirc, Paul
Prior, Michael J. Klein, and Kristi L. Shackelford. Though these authors speak on different topics they are
all concerned with changing the “normal” composition, or at least how we can think differently of a
specific part of composition. I learned a lot about myself and my teaching through this experience,
which influenced me to make the transition into written communications for a master’s certificate. I
now plan on pursuing my PhD in rhetorical studies.

*Any course materials presented in this portfolio may be reproduced and recirculated by Eastern
Michigan University’s First Year Writing Program.
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Teaching Philosophy

Even in my short time of teaching composition, I have realized there are three essential
principles I try to instill in my students which are important to the fundamentals of composition: the
acknowledgment of process, adaptation, and responsibility. As someone who once struggled with
academic writing, I want to make sure students understand that they are all writers, and with a little
guidance, they can be rhetorically adaptive and take responsibility for their writing in both the private
and public spheres.
When thinking about writing, students do not focus on their process; the recursive movement
through invention, research, and writing. Making process explicit in composition is essential to students
of all disciplines and levels. Without acknowledgment of situational processes, many writers find
themselves struggling and lacking guidance. Without proper scaffolding, whether it be invention guided
by the instructor or student driven processes, many projects tend to be rushed and are often conceived
as daunting. Providing different adaptable models, students learn what works best for them and come
to the realization that process is something that is never carved in stone for the writer.
An essential skill for all writers is adaptation, where the writer can recognize the genre
constraints or adjustments in style needed for a given project. In composition classes, we spend a lot of
time in genre studies, trying to capture the expectations and nuances of specific rhetorical situations.
Part of adaptation is the ability to recognize what the constrictions are and how we can bend or even
break them. This principle engages the writer and creates confidence. Providing the tools of rhetorical
analysis, students were able to recognize the conventions in specific genres, furthering their
understanding through the creation of documents in specific genres to varied audiences.
The third essential principle is responsibility. Without accepting responsibility for one’s own
work, how could there be confidence in writing? I believe responsibility should be tirelessly stressed to
writers of all ranks and sustained throughout life. I stress how powerful writing can be; showing
students speeches, lyrics, poetry, and movie segments. We should be shaping writers to impact
audiences, and the only way to do that is through the writer taking responsibility and ownership of their
work. Whether it be a post to social media or a research guided paper, if they do not accept the
responsibility of their words, the writing will not be effective. Performativity
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Process, adaptation, and responsibility may seem like basic principles, but they are essential to
be a successful teacher. If we do not possess these principles as teachers, how can we instil confidence
and understanding in our students? These lasting habits will always shine through in my teaching, for
they are the basis of the foundation I stand on. To create this foundation, we must provide knowledge
of a recursive process, create writing experiences that adapt to new situations, and establish the student
must take responsibility for their words.
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Christopher M. Stuart

Cstuart7@emich.edu • 609-709-6778
2101 Lakeview Dr. Apt 120 • Ypsilanti, MI 48197

Education
Graduate Certificate, Eastern Michigan University, English – Teaching of Writing, Expected April 2016
M.A., Eastern Michigan University, English – Literature, Expected August 2015
Thesis: Looking Beyond Deceit: Establishing the Literary Trickster and the Motivation for Social

Change Committee: Dr. Christine Neufeld (Director), Dr. Laura George

B.A., Montclair State University, English – Literature (major), Creative Writing (minor), May 2009
A.A., Ocean County College, Liberal Arts – May 2007

Academic Appointments
Composition II: Researching the Public Experience, Eastern Michigan University (1 section 2015)
Composition I: Writing the College Experience, Eastern Michigan University (1 section 2014)
University Writing Center Consultant (2014-2015)

Scholarly Activity
Presentations
“Making the Unimaginable Project a Reality through Process Logs,” College English Association
Conference, Indianapolis, March 2015.

“A Trickster and the Fall of Troy: The Exploitation of Courtly Love,” Eastern Michigan University
Graduate Research Conference, Ypsilanti, November 2014.

“’lorde of this foles alle’: The Exposure of Societal Flaws through Trickery in Troilus and Criseyde,” Evil
Incarnate, Cleveland, July 2014.

“What is Human?: Jewish Identity in Tzili: A Story of a Life,” New Voices, Atlanta, January 2014.

Moderator
“Form Matters: Genre, Aesthetics, and Immediacy,” Midwest Modern Language Association, Detroit,
November 2014.
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Services
University Service
First Year Writing Program Student Focus Groups – interviewer and transcriber, Eastern Michigan
University, 2015.

First Year Writing Program Professional Development Committee – member, Eastern Michigan
University, 2014 – Present.

Grade Grievance Committee – graduate student representative, Eastern Michigan University, 2014 –
Present.

English Graduate Student Association (EGSA) – Vice-President, Eastern Michigan University, 2013 –
Present.

Workshops
“Reinvent Your Composition” – organizer and presenter, English Graduate Student Association, Eastern
Michigan University, March 2015.

Curriculum Vitae Workshop – co-organizer, English Graduate Student Association, Eastern Michigan
University, February 2015.

Family Writing Fun Night – lead presenter, Eastern Michigan Writing Project, Romulus High School,
January 2015.

Family Writing Fun Night – lead presenter, Eastern Michigan Writing Project, Taft Galloway Elementary
School, January 2015.

“Snack and Study” – writing consultant, Eastern Michigan University, December 2014.
“Evernote in the Classroom” – organizer and presenter, English Graduate Student Association, Eastern
Michigan University, December 2014.

“Everything You’ve Ever Wanted to Know about PhD Programs” – co-organizer, English Graduate
Student Association, Eastern Michigan University, November 2014.

Family Writing Fun Night – co-presenter, Eastern Michigan Writing Project, Marshall Upper
Elementary, November 2014.

The 2012 NJCTE Conference – volunteer, New Jersey Council of Teachers of English, Montclair State
University, March 2012
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Awards/Scholarships
EMU Success Scholarship 2015
EMU Success Scholarship 2014
NJ Stars II Scholarship Fall 2007 – Spring 2009
NJ Stars I Scholarship Fall 2005 - Spring 2007

Digital Literacies
Word-processing and Presentations: Microsoft Office tools (Excel, Outlook, Word, PowerPoint,
OneNote), Evernote

Professional Memberships
National Council of Teachers of English, College Composition and Communication, College English
Association, Research in the Teaching of English
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ENGL/WRTG120: Composition I: Writing the College Experience
TR, 11am-12:15pm, Room: PH414, (CRN: 10898)
Instructor: Christopher Stuart
Email:cstuart7@emich.edu
Office: Pray-Harold 613P
Office Hours:_T: 12:15-1:15 W: 10-11 or by Appointment
Course Website: stuartcomp.weebly.com
Course Description
Introduces use of writing and reading for inquiry. Students write extended essays about subjects relevant
to the college experience using conventions of standard written English; assignments may also
incorporate other genres and styles. Emphasis is placed on using writing and reading as a process for
discovery, and on communicating ideas to audiences.
Course Overview
Welcome to ENGL/WRTG120! This semester you will gain grounded, practical experience with the
conventions of academic discourse. The subject of the course is writing: how effective writers write in all
variety of situations, in and beyond college, what
successful writing looks like, and how specific
practices, strategies, and concepts will aid you in
becoming a more flexible, adaptive, and skillful
communicator. ENGL/WRTG120 is a small,
studio-based course, which means you will spend
considerable time writing, workshopping drafts,
and discussing writing and related concepts with
your peers and your instructor.
You will be guided through three major projects
through the semester. Each project will build
upon the next with new skills and vocabulary
which will help you with fine tuning your writing.
The three major projects for the course are 1)
Quickstart: Literacy Narrative, 2) Genres in
the Wild, and 3) Rogerian Argument. Each
project will accompany an Invention Portfolio--a
collection of in-class writing and shorter pieces
you prepared as you developed the project—as
well as a reflective essay. A final course portfolio
will include a reflective essay that introduces its contents, recounts striking moments of learning and
insight, and draws explicit connections between the work of the course and course outcomes.
*Remember, any and all work you do for this class should not be thrown out! Not only should you value
you work, but you need to submit all assignments and classwork with your portfolios!
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Course Outcomes
Principles + WRTG120
Outcomes

Description

Rhetorical knowledge

You will have practiced using language consciously and
identifying rhetorical qualities in composing situations.

Writing process

You will have engaged in invention, drafting, and rewriting,
providing explicit evidence of a writing process.

Genre conventions

You will have demonstrated awareness of academic writing
genre conventions, including mechanics and syntax.

Multimodal transformation

You will have adapted your writing to distinct rhetorical contexts,
drawing attention to the way composition transforms across
contexts and forms.

Reflective practice

You will have applied feedback from instructor, peers, and
individual reflection to rethink, re-see, and ultimately revise your
work.

Course Texts and Materials

•
•

Lunsford, Andrea A. Writing in Action. Boston: Bedford St. Martin's, 2014. ISBN 978-1-31900314-2. (required)
Losh, Alexander, Cannon, and Cannon. Understanding Rhetoric (EMU Custom Edition).
Boston: Bedford St. Martin's, 2014. ISBN 978-1-319-00314-2. (required)

These two texts are available as a bundle at the EMU Student Center Bookstore. We encourage you to
buy the EMU Custom Edition for the unique information provided in the introduction. As a bundle at the
EMU Student Center Bookstore it is only priced at $66 (cheaper than if you bought them separately).
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Supplemental readings will be available to you as PDFs and hyperlinks accessible in the EMU Online
course shell (as well as Google.sites). You should access these materials for reading on the screen or, if
you prefer, for printing and reading. Plan to spend as much as $20 on printing and photocopying over the
course of the semester if a computer or e-reader is not available to you.
Feedback
You will receive many different kinds of feedback to your writing during this course. Some responses
will come from fellow students and some will come from your instructor. All forms of feedback,
including responses you receive from scheduling individual or group appointments in the University
Writing Center or the Academic Projects Center, are important; they tell you in various ways how your
readers are responding to your writing. This will also help you learn how to assess your own work.
*It is important to keep your drafts to see the progress of your writing. You can use “track changes” or
separate file names to keep them apart. All drafts need to be present in the Invention Portfolio
Grading
Assignment
Project One
Project Two
Project Three
Final Portfolio

Description
Literacy Narrative and Invention
Portfolio
Genres in the Wild and Invention
Portfolio
Rhetorical Analysis and Invention
Portfolio
Course portfolio with reflective cover
letter

Total points possible

Points
10
30
40
20
100

Each of the projects will be described fully in separate assignment prompts that will be circulated as well
as digitally posted to EMU Online and Google.sites at an appropriate time in the semester. Grades on
projects will adhere to the University’s “A-F” system. All project grades will be posted in the EMU
Online gradebook associated with this course. You must complete all major projects, the portfolio with
reflective cover letter, and attend the Celebration of Student Writing on Thursday, December 4, from 45:30 p.m. to be eligible for a passing grade in ENGL/WRTG120.
Turning in Work
Turning in Work/Keeping Everything
Most assignments will be turned in electronically via EMU Online’s Dropbox or Google Drive (Specified
on assignment sheet). Some in class assignments will be turned in as a hard copy at the beginning of the
class period. All projects and portfolios will be turned into the instructor as a hard copy on the due date
unless specified differently. Make sure all assignments are saved and printed for the final portfolio.
Late Work
All work must be submitted at the start of class on the due date to be considered on time and therefore
eligible for full credit. This policy applies whether or not you are in class on a given day. In other words,
if you miss class, you are still responsible for meeting all related deadlines. In class assignments will not
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be accepted late for credit, though they may be included in the portfolio for partial credit. All projects can
be turned in late, but the grade will be lowered by one grade increment (A to A-, e.g.) for every 24-hour
period that it is late.

Attendance and Participation
ENGL 120 is a writing intensive course, so you must be present and participate in order to get full credit
for participation. You need to come to class on time prepared with any assignment that is due that day, be
attentive in class, and be respectful of your instructor and classmates. Class begins at 11 am. Tardiness, in
this class, is defined as coming to class 5-20 minutes after the beginning of class, and two instances of
tardiness will result in an absence. Coming to class more than 20 minutes late will result in an absence.
Students enrolled in this class are expected to participate in daily interactive activities. You will, for
example, routinely discuss reading assignments, write in class on impromptu topics, participate in
collaborative activities, or engage in peer review of drafts. Many of these activities cannot reasonably be
made up. However, as previously stated, in class writing can be handed in for partial credit with the
invention portfolio. As a result, students who do not participate regularly should expect to receive lower
grades in the course, and students who are absent for more than the four class periods should consider
withdrawing and taking the class in a future semester.
Technology Information and Policies
We will be interacting with a variety of sites on the internet during the course. Please let me know if you
need help using the internet or any computer program. When using a computer, save your work
frequently, always make backup copies by emailing drafts to yourself and/or using a jump drive, and plan
your projects with extra time allowed for unexpected technological difficulties. Google Drive and other
cloud based storage is always a good idea for saving work.
Much of the work you do for this class will be typed, using a word processor. When turning in typed
assignments, please use 12pt Times New Roman. Assign one inch margins and adhere to the page layout
and documentation conventions established by MLA. Whatever the format of the assignment, I strongly
urge you to plan ahead, to familiarize yourself with file formats and with the submission process, and to
approach me with questions about submissions well in advance of the due dates.
The use of computers, tablets, and e-readers are strongly encouraged in the classroom. I ask that your inclass use of technology be focused on class related activities, such as note-taking and reading. As long as
everyone is respectfully attentive when someone is speaking, in-class technology use will not be a
problem. That said, I strongly discourage the use of a cellphone in the classroom and require all phones
to be set to silent (not vibrate). I reserve the right to ask any student to put away their electronic device if
it appears to be distracting the student or those around them.
Communication with Peers; Communication with the Instructor
You should make arrangements early in the semester to communicate with your peers. I hope that we all
will prefer a climate in which dialogue and interaction runs between the instructor and students and also
between and among students when questions come up. You should always be proactive about asking
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questions when you have them, either by raising questions during class or contacting me or one of your
peers privately.
To communicate by email we will use our emich.edu accounts, accessible via google.emich.edu. You can
send emails to me or to classmates via the EMU Online site associated with this course. If you ever have
any questions or concerns, do not hesitate to contact one of your peers or your instructor. With rare
exceptions, I will respond to all email inquiries within 48 hours.
Academic Integrity
Plagiarism occurs when a writer passes off another's words or ideas without acknowledging their source,
whether intentionally or not. For example, turning another's work as your own is plagiarism. If you
plagiarize in this class, you will likely fail the assignment on which you are working and your case may
be passed to the university for additional disciplinary action. Because of the design and nature of this
course, it will take as much (or more) work for you to plagiarize in it than it will to actually complete the
work of the class. For a more detailed explanation of Eastern Michigan University's stance on academic
integrity, refer to Section V.A. of the Student Conduct Code.
Disability Resource Center (DRC)
If you have a documented disability that affects your work in this (or any other) class, the Disability
Resource Center can provide support for you. It is my goal that this class be an accessible and welcoming
experience for all students, including those with disabilities that may impact their learning in this class. If
anyone believes they may have trouble participating or effectively demonstrating learning in this course,
please meet with me (with or without a Disability Resource Center (DRC) accommodation letter) to
discuss reasonable options or adjustments. During our conversation, I may suggest the
possibility/necessity of your contacting the DRC (240 Student Center; 734-487-2470;
swd_office@emich.edu) to talk about academic accommodations. You are welcome to talk to me at any
point in the semester about such issues, but it is always best if we can talk at least one week prior to the
need for any modifications.
Academic Projects Center
The Academic Projects Center is located in 116 Halle Library (487-0020, extension 2154). The Center is
open M-R from 11-5 and is staffed by University Writing Center consultants, Halle Librarians, and
Information and Communications Technology staff who can help with writing, research, or technology
needs. No appointment is necessary. When you visit the Academic Projects Center, be sure to bring a
draft of what you're working on and your assignment sheet with you.
University Writing Center
The University Writing Center (115 Halle Library; 734-487-0694) offers one-to-one consulting for both
undergraduate and graduate students. Students can make appointments or drop in between the hours of 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. Mondays through Thursdays and from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays. Students should
bring a draft of what they’re working on and their assignment. The UWC opens for Fall 2014 on Monday,
September 8, and will close on Thursday, December 11.
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014

Course Schedule
Week One
R 9/4 First Day of Classes
FW: What does composition mean to you?
Introductions and Syllabus
Due Next Class:
Read EMU-1-21 & 1-31 in Understanding Rhetoric
Write an email to me (cstuart7@emich.edu) asking a question about the course
or the University.
Print: Wysocki – “Blinded by the Letter”
Week Two
T 9/9
FW: Your Graphic Novel experience
Something Interesting/Helpful/Confusing
Discussion: What is Literacy? What is a writer?
Group Work: “Blinded by the Letter”
Due Next Class:
Read: Alexi – “Superman and Me”
Post: Reaction to Alexi (EMU Online)
R 9/11
FW: Rhetorical quote response
Project One: What is a literacy narrative?
Reference site: Norton Guide to LN
Topics to talk about for your own narrative
Group Work: Literacy event interview
Due Next Class:
Read: “Writing Identities” in Understanding Rhetoric (113-139)
Post: Instructor’s biography markup (Google Drive)
Post: Respond to peers’ reactions to Alexi (EMU Online)
Week Three
T 9/16
FW: Picture Prompt (what is a hero?)
Discussion: What is identity?
-Thor/Loki clip showing rhetorical identity shifts Video
Present Instructor Biography Markup
Group Work: Discuss identity “hats”
Due Next Class:
Read: “Strategic Reading” in Understanding Rhetoric (67-110)
Post: Your identities and Superhero (EMU Online)
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014
-experience and choices reflection
Work on Drafts
R 9/18
FW: Pleasure vs. Academic reading "Girls who Read" video
Group Work: Reflect on Strategic Reading
Class Discussion on “Academic” Reading
Writing Process – what does it look like/sound like/composing environments
#YourCompSpace
#ReinventComp
Due Next Class:
Work on Draft
Read: Top 20 in Writing in Action
Post: Top 5 (EMU Online)
Week Four
T 9/23
Half Draft Due
FW: Performance, Feedback, Revision: Baba Brinkman
Explain Peer Review guidelines (worksheet)
In class peer review (2 passes and reflect)
Reflection letter discussion and examples
Review of Outcomes and Expectations
Portfolio checklist
Due Next Class:
Project One
R 9/25
Project One Due!
FW: Quote (Process)
Discuss Project and process (Show illustrations of process)
-Word processor? Computer? Notes?
Intro to Genre Studies
-Show “Art is Dead” and “Repeat Stuff” by Bo Burnham
Due Next Class:
Read: Chapter 1 of Understanding Rhetoric
Write: Summary of important terms
Week Five
T 9/30
Conferences/No Class
Read: “Navigating Genres”
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014
Do: “Navigating Your Genres” assignment
R 10/2
Conferences/No Class
Read: “Murder! (Rhetorically Speaking)”
Do: “For Your Audience…Rhetorically Speaking”
Week Six
T 10/7
FW: What is genre? How is it used?
Introduction to Genre
What is Genre?
How do we use Genre Conventions?
Love Letter and Poetry examples
Due Next Class:
Do: Speech comparison using rhetorical terms
R 10/9
FW: Cover songs and rhetoric
Genre and Rhetorical Situation
Discuss: Audience, response, style, etc.
Rory’s Story Cubes group work
Due Next Class:
Relax. Get caught up.
Week Seven
T 10/14
Discuss how the semester is going. College experience.
Business Writing
Why writing matters. Where you find it in the workplace.
Due Next Class:
Do: Business collaboration exercise
R 10/16
FW: Graffiti and Tattoo Reputation
Graffiti and Tattoo Art
Intro to Typography
Discuss how it functions
Due Next Class:
Do: Creative Proposal
Week Eight
T 10/21
What is Typography?
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014
What are the rules of typography?
How does typography work?
Due Next Class:
Do: Internet Typography Lesson
Bring two examples of typography from different genres
R 10/23
How is Typography related to rhetorical situation?
How do we analyze typography?
Due Next Class:
Do: Research your genre and bring in an article.
Week Nine
T 10/28
First Draft Due
Group creative analysis.
Divide up in groups, create an artifact inside a genre (poster, book cover, etc.)
Due Next Class:
Do: Choose an article on typography. Summarize it and explain how you will use
it in your paper.
R 10/30
Grammar and Document Format.
In class presentation on why punctuation matters.
Common grammar mistakes.
Due Next Class:
Work on draft
Week Ten
T 11/4
Peer Review Day
Due Next Class:
Project Two
R 11/6
Project Two and Invention Portfolio Due
Introduction to the Rogerian Argument
Show Wedding Crashers opening scene
What is effective arguing?
Due Next Class:
Do: Your Argument History
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014
Week Eleven
T 11/11
What is a Rogerian Argument?
Group work: How to come to a compromise
Due Next Class:
Email: Pick three topics from site for Project 3
Read: “On Rogerian Argument”
Do: Rogerian Style Approach
R 11/13
Rhetorical Fallacies
Group work: Pick three fallacies and create your own examples
Due Next Class:
Find: An article for each side of your topic
Do: “Back it up” summary
Week Twelve
T 11/18
Annoying ways we use sources
Group work: fix examples of bad source use
First Draft Due
Due Next Class:
Do: First draft
R 11/20
More argument work
Play Quandary game as class
Due Next Class:
Do: Peer Review Draft
Week Thirteen
T 11/25
Peer Review Day
Due Next Class:
Do: Find an Eminem song and find three poetic devices in use
Project Three
R 11/27 No Class, Thanksgiving Break
Week Fourteen
T 12/2
Project Three and Invention Portfolio Due
Lecture: Is rap music poetry?
Analysis of Eminem and rap culture
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Stuart - Course Schedule
Term: Fall 2014
Due Next Class:
Do: Work on portfolio
R 12/4
Meet in the Student Center to discuss CSW
Talk about multimodal transformations and presentation
Due Next Class:
Do: CSW Reflection
Week Fifteen
T 12/9
In class workshop for final portfolio
Due Next Class:
Work on portfolio and presentation
R 12/11
Class Presentations
Present on a project from this semester (3 minutes)
Due Next Class:
Work on portfolio
T 12/16
Final Portfolio Due
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Project One: Literacy Narrative
Project Overview
Literacy is a problematic word in this day and age. What does it really mean to be literate? At
the core of the definition lies proficiency in writing and reading, but how do we know what proficiency
is? Where do computers come into play? Do video games count? No matter what type of relationship
we have with literacy, we can all think back to a time when literacy was a problem or a gift. Many people
align their lives with a book, movie, game, or many other sorts of narratives. Now it’s time to tell your
own story.
A literacy narrative is a space for reflection and expression where you can use your creativity to
convey your story. Everyone knows how to tell a story, but it is the selection of content and your style
which shapes a good narrative. Your literacy narrative is meant to capture experiences, artifacts, and
influences from your background of reading and writing in all its forms.
What does literacy mean to you? While writing your narrative, reflect critically on specific
moments (good or bad) that shaped you into the reader and writer you are today. Likewise, think about
what your goals pertaining to literacy may be as you enter into college—what does the future hold for
you, given your path so far?
Questions to Consider
•
•
•
•

Was there a specific person (literacy sponsor) or places which played a significant role in your
literacy?
Do you identify with a specific artifact in your literacy history?
What does literacy mean to you? How would you define literacy?
Did reading or writing come easy to you? Did you have a method of learning? Did you always
enjoy/hate it?

Expectations and Evaluation
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•

•

•

•

A well-told story (Development): A good narrative is one that is well-told and keeps the
attention of the reader. There is often a conflict and resolution to the story or an agenda that
can be found. The need for resolution or discovery keeps the reader engaged until the end.
Details (Time-Place Specificity): Details are what bring a story to life. When a story has vivid
details and artifacts the reader can visualize or relate to, the story becomes authentic and
tangible. A good story finds the balance between too much and too little detail.
Significance (Definition of Literacy): It is important for the narrative to hold significance with
the author. The literacy narrative is supposed to reflect an important moment or series of
events that the writer finds significant to their journey of learning to read or write.
Well-Written (Correctness): Not only is the content important for the narrative, but so is the
way in which it is constructed. Even though this essay is self-reflective, the expectation is that
this narrative will be a well-constructed college essay using proper grammar and spelling.

Reflection Letter
This is your opportunity to reflect on the overall experience of writing your literacy narrative. You may
talk about the invention process as well.
Please make sure to mention at least two course outcomes.
Reminders about Formatting:
•
•
•
•

1200 words minimum
Double spaced, Times New Roman font
1 inch margins
MLA heading in addition to word count (reference Writing in Action)

Due Dates:
•
•

Half draft (at least 600 words) due: September 23, 2014
Project and Portfolio due: September 25, 2014
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Julia Toman
9/16/14

Engl 120
...

What Literacy Means to Me
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Literacy is defined in many diverse ways by different people. What literacy means to me

-

is the way we read and write. I personally never have liked to read or write; my class is math. I
have always had troubles with comprehending different types ofliteracy. I have never been a
strong writer; I always had to have extra help with getting started or cleaning up my papers. I am

not a creative writer. I have to use all of the time that I can get to write a paper whrther it's
simple or complicated.
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When I was around three or four years old I staiied reading The Foot Book by Dr. Seuss.

I
That certain book is what I remember the most about reading when I was a kid. I remember
starting kindergarten and being one of few kids who could actually read and comprehend what
the teacher was telling us. I do remember taking The Foot Book into my class and reading it in
front of everyone and showing them the pictures just like my teacher did for us. I remember the
report cards my teacher would send home telling my grandma how great of a reader I was. My
family was so proud of me

'
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f-erbeing-~mclnrgoud-reader.
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I loved reading through primary schootl'through intermediate school. Then, I hit
elementary school when I was forced to read. My teachers forced it into my brain terreaG; there
was no way around not reading because we would always have a quiz after. It was either I read
or else I would fail. I would have much rather read the material on my own rather than in a
certain amount of pages and time. Timing is what hurt me the most. If I wanted to understand
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what I was reading I had to read then reread out loud what I read. I had the most rude of teachers
~

,--

third through fifth grade. They, for some reason, could not understand that I need my own
personal time to read my book that I was assigned. I started hating reading because of how
forceful my teachers were on it. It came to the point where I just stopped reading and took lucky
guesses on the quizzes. The lucky guessing got old very quickly. I passed my classes with a D in
English because of my lack of reading. Middle school was not any better either.
Middle school was horrible for me. Those three years was when we really started ()'lk
writing essays. Once again.the teachers were pushing down my throat the process of reading and
writing. Oh gosh; did I hate writing. I didn't pass one paper throughout my entire middle school
career. I stayed after school every day to get help on writing my papers, even with the help I still
seemed to fail my assigned paper. I could not get the hang .of writing whatsoever~
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sure the grade that I got was a completion grade. My failures in the past and during this time had
really gotten into my head. I was so unmotivated for any of my subjects. My grade1sstarted going
down-which, really did not help me at all especially since I was in sports all year long. I managed
to keep my grades just high enough to continue on with my sports. By the end of my eighth
grade year.I was so frightened to go into high school. All I could think of wasv'if the teachers
were such sticklers here how much worse are they going to be in high school?" I learned quickly
that the teachers in my high school were way better than what I expected.

yY....

High school was my most successful years of writing. I met my favorite writing teacher
Mrs. Kious. I learned more from that woman than I did throughout my past school years. She
was the most caring woman and writer I have ever met. I had her for my freshman and junior
year. Mrs. Kious understood that not everyone's ability to write was the same. I didn't read my
freshman year of classes once again. My middle school teachers brought me down to that point
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where I had given up. Mrs. Kious kept me after class one day to talk to me about a paper that I
wrote. It was a paper about my life. She told me it was one of the most moving papers she has
read in a long time and that I had received an 'A(ron it. That was the first paper I had ever written
that somebody had complimented me on, she built my confidence up. We didn't write any
papers my freshman year that required us to read. We wrote over different topics. I was so
excited that I was for once passing my papers. The end of the school year came and I hoped that
I would have her again.
Sophomore year of high school for writing was horrible once again for me. I had a

lh

"",J teacher who tore me down to itty bitty pieces because he used to work in a university so he
.~ sr 5-.""~,,c..
(:~( (M h~!iS gra~ed us like college students rath~ than high school:tu~ts.
I managed to pass his class with
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h~y" a,cB~becauseof extra work.

Essays were another story. He crushed not only my ability to write

but others as well. It got to the point where he almost got fired because of his harshness on
(,l\)"';-+

grading. I remember that essay as if I wrote it yesterday. It was over Fahrenheit 451. I, of course,
didn't read the book. I decided to just copy people's notes and go on from there. I wrote the
essay with confidence. I had everything that my teacher required. Why I failed? I will never
know. I was more than happy when that class was over.
Junior year of high school was my hardest year o£high school. Although, it was my
hardest year for other subjects\~

not t#y English. I had Mrs. Kious again! I was way too

excited. Our first essay my junior year was on the book The Perks of Being a Wallflower. She
told us to give the book a chance because it was very easy read and could be relative to our lives.
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So, I decided to take her word for it. I read the whole book by the second day. This book was the
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best book I have ever read in my life. I read that book four or five times within that year of
.
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school. I was done with my essay way before it was due. I guess that was the kind of book that I
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needed to read. I read every book that was assigned that year. Night by Elie Wiesel was about the
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and I always had an interest in that topic so that reading and essay project was a piece
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of cake for me. We had a project where we had to go to the library to pick out a book that was
I

200+ pages. I found a book called What She Left Behind by Tracey Bilen. I read that book about ~~'\
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five times. I had that project done within a few days. That book was also an amazing book, it
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gave me chills. The end of the year came and I had a beautiful solid A in my class. I was so
excited to move on to my senior year. I specifically requested Mrs. Kious as my teacher because
I knew a little about the type of papers we were going to write. Senior year came and I turned out
to be a very unhappy person. My goal was to do my best no matter what; I was finally where I
should have been my freshman year. I was motivated and ready for anything to be thrown at me.
Senior year English was good~yet

bad for me. High school was an English roller

coaster for me. I jumped into my senior year with a new teacher. Mrs. Kious had moved down to
middle school. I was so afraid of this new teacher; was she going to be nice? How did she grade?
I had no idea how this new woman was going to be. This woman had the coolest personality ever
until it came down to essays. I wrote an essay in honor of my deceased mother and she tore the
essay into pieces along with my heart. I put my heart and soul into that paper and all she could
"J k,".~'s:>

+"

do

do was criticize it negatively. Not one comment on my aper was ositive)~cried.
-.

.~

so
--- I-was
-~--

upset. We started out small with our essays at first then BAM ... We had the monster essay, the
10-15 page research paper. All of our mouths dropped in awe with how this was supposed to be
»r- ./

written. The longest essay we ever wrote was seven paragraphs! How the hell were we supposed

-
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to write this when we could barely write the seven paragraph.§...?We all made sure to explain to

1~

her that we have never written a paper that big. She-was very surprised because where she came
from her classes were writing essays like this since middle school. So she took this project a little
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easier on us. I worked my ass off to get that essay done. It was the longest and hardest paper I
have ever written in my life. I failed every essay in her class except the research paper. I felt
accomplished. I passed this monster with a C-. I was very surprised.
Now that I am in college I still have the attitude that I am going to try my hardest to get
through whatever kind of paper is thrown at me, Nothing can stop me now. Mrs. Kious was my
literary sponsor. She had my back and helped me through everything that I had a question for.
I

She answered everything and gave her students equal help. Although I felt that the other teachers
were unfair, they taught me a lesson that no matter how hard the class is I should still try and
stay in tune to what is happening rather than giving up. Every event helped me turn into the
writer and reader that I am today. I actually enjoy reading now. I read books that I like when I
can. I hope to be successful in my writing classes for college. I am excited to see what is thrown
at me and what I can push my way through. I cannot wait to see how strong of a writer I will
become.
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Project Two: Genres in the Wild
Project Overview
Genres are a large part of our daily lives. They surround us, no matter where we are. As college
students, genre dictates not only our writing, but our conduct and social lives as well. Why do some
flyers or ads catch our attention and others go unnoticed? How do we know how to navigate menus,
promotional materials, forms, papers? What is the best possible way to convey information? What
makes up these documents? Are there many images? Is it only text? Can we do a visual analysis of
words on a page?
This unit's project is about how typography is used in everyday genres. You are to analyze
typography as part of a genre analysis. You are to use an everyday genre of your choice (must be
approved) using at least four (4) examples. You are to look at the genre conventions and how they are
reflected in the typographical display of text, as well as other aspects of the artifacts.
Questions to Consider:
•
•
•
•
•

What are the Genre Conventions you have observed or have come to expect? Are they all used
in all of your examples?
Using Rhetorical Analysis terms, are these examples good portrayals of the genre? Do they all
have the same agenda?
Looking at both the cultural and physical context of the artifacts, do they fit their habitat? Do
they reach their intended audience?
Looking at your examples, do you feel they are designed well? How could you improve them?
Which of the four approaches of typography are used: Documentation, Analytical, Conceptual,
or Expressive?

Vocabulary for Discussion
Sometimes, it is very difficult to analyze something without the proper terminology to do so.
Below are terms we have covered in class to help you with your analysis. Remember, it would not make
sense to use all terms available to you. Some terms will not apply to your examples. You must use at
least ten (10) of the following terms, but I encourage you to use as many as you can to have a good
grasp of this terminology. Make sure you focus on the Typographical terms for your comparison and
analysis, but the Rhetorical terms could also be of great assistance in describing the genre. Please
reference the document library for more information on these terms.
Typographical Analysis:
Typeface
Position Aesthetic
Type Size
Format
Color
Readable
Line Size and Length
Legible
Vertical Space (Leading)
(Shots) (Speed and
Movement)
Alignment
(Transitions) (Focus)
Paragraph Articulation
Column Depth
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Rhetorical Terms:
Purpose
Mode
Audience
Tone
Response
Style
Design
Sources

Outside Resources
If you feel the need to use outside resources for this assignment, make sure you provide a works
cited and in-text citations. You could use outside sources for terminology, genre information, etc. This
assignment is not researched based, so it is not necessary to use outside sources. If you do quote or
paraphrase an article (even the ones in the document library) you need to cite them. Please refer to
Writing in Action for information on how to cite properly.
Evaluation
Your project will be evaluated with the following rubric:

Each criteria will be evaluated on a four point scale. For maximum credit, you will receive a 4. If you do
not fulfill a specific category of evaluation, you may receive a 0 in that category.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Genre Analysis: Demonstrates a strong understanding of their chosen genre and its
conventions. The genre is mentioned explicitly.
Typographical Analysis: A good handle of the general concepts of Typography and a good grasp
of the terms associated with Rhetoric and Visual analysis.
Artifacts: At least four examples of the genre being analyzed. Artifacts referred to and included
in portfolio.
Development and Format: A well designed argument and analysis. Keeps the attention of the
reader without confusion. A known agenda. Resolution or discovery.
Correctness: Well-Written. The piece follows the guidelines of at least 1500 words, 1 inch
margins, headings, citing, and Times New Roman font. Proper grammar and spelling is used.
Invention Portfolio: Everything is organized according to the table of contents. Everything is
stapled, labeled, and has student's name. Reflection letter meets requirements.
Creative Component: Included with portfolio or referenced in some way.
Participation/Presence: Assignments were handed in on time, student was in class and
attentive, and tardiness/absences under control.
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Formatting
•
•
•
•
•

Your paper must follow MLA format. Please consult Writing in Action for all details.
Make sure to use 1 inch margins, 12pt Times New Roman, Citations, at least 1500 words
Your paper must have a creative title which references your paper's content.
Every Page must have your name and page count (Last Name 1)
Your heading should be on the left side and have:
o Your Name/Professor Stuart/English 120/Date/Unit 2 Project/Word Count

Remember, this project is on visual analysis and typography. You may (are encouraged) to use different
fonts and sizes to emphasize what you are referring to in your paper. The more creative the better, but
remember readability and legibility when selecting fonts.
Reflection Letter
Heading should only be your name, word count, and "Reflection Letter"
You must talk about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reflect on the class and how invention prepared you for this project
At least 3 course outcomes (a couple sentences each)
Your creative component
How the project made you think differently about genre
How has your writing changed since unit 1?
At least 600 words

Project Due Dates
First Draft Due: 10/28
The first draft will be turned in via GoogleDrive to our class folder. For credit on this draft, you
must submit at least 600 words.
Peer Review Draft: 11/4
Bring in a full draft of your work. The more you have, the more help it will be for the revision
process. Bring in two copies of your draft for markup. If you do not bring copies to the class, you
may not participate in this activity.
Final Draft Due: 11/6
Remember to put all drafts, table of contents, and designated writing articles into your portfolio.
1500 words.
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Project 2 Half-Draft
ENGLlWRTG 120
October 27,2014

Greeting cards ..... Birthday cards ..... Sympathy cards ..... Get Well Cards ..... the written
word doesn't mean anything without expression behind it. Just as the spoken word doesn't
have the same feeling without voice inflection or facial expressions. How do you give written
I

words feeling beyond just the words? How do you convey expression with the wrItten word? If
I write the same two thousand words in the same font, every single time, does it have the
same meaning? If I change the font or color just one time ... lIJDUIJtp/-tIIJIflWIIIIJ1Woallt
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When you buy a card for someone are you thinking about the way they will read the
card? Or are you just purchasing a card because it's an obligation? Everything you say and
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do should be reflected in the way you respond to others. Cards have become an afterthought~
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but I feel they are very important. Why not use the pre-written text to not only convey
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emotions but also to find the text and card that best represents the person you are purchasin9tJ~J.for? Isn't that the point of the written word? Whatever write or type is supposed to be for the
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It's not just the words, it's the feeling behind the words; the goose bumps on your arms that,
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listener or receiver, so why do most people purchase cards as an afterthought? Yes, I get that-.-L
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the card message is generic but don't we always regurgitate most of what we hear anyway?
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make you feel like the words were meant just for you. That's what typography is all about;
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expressing the dynamics of the words, not only in the fonts, but in the character space, the]
length of the letters, and the boldness of the print.
I recently had a birthday; a week before this assignment and so I decided to start my
comparison with these cards. If the card comes from someone who doesn't care as much
about you, does it show? Have you ever received a card from an acquaintance and also a
loved one? Should it feel different; does it have a different look. can you tell this with the
typography? Can the card could even contain no text at all but still convey an underlying
aggression or backhanded compliment, all wrapped up in a pretty little Happy Birthday bow?
The first card was from my mother and it was lovely and sweet, it had a heart with
roses in it, pink was the color; it was swee.t

ait'awbe.~ auoohine..It made me want to curl up

in her lap and sing a nursery rhyme; my mom loves me. The overall tone of the card was love.
The words were in cursive and "Special Daughter" was big and stood out on the front of the
card. The inside left and right was filled with words of love and encouragement. What a nice
lady, my mom. The spacing was perfect, paragraphs all ~
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was big and bold on the inside of the card.
In extreme contrast, a co-worker bought me a Happy Birthday card, no words on the
front page, instead a dog dressed as Dorothy from the Wizard of Oz with long brown hair on a
plain white background. What. weird? Are you calling me a dog? Inside the card, Times New
Roman said "Click those heels and make a birthday wish." Only one sentence and so very
like the person who sent it, PR and proper friendly. My real friend Brookie noticed the
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oddness and commented in the card "Is someone trying to call you a dog, 101,weird." My
sentiments exactly; a nose knows what a nose knows; this card didn't feel so warm and
loving.
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Now my best friend, who loves me like a sister, got me the best card ever. Three
~old

ladies on the front of the card who are speaking a language I understand. They

F

are at the beach with swimwear on and one with additional flair, a pearl necklace, The top and
border are bright yellow, like the sun and the sky and water are lovely shades of blue. The
font used was quirky and crooked, placed inside a thought bubble. No alignment and all the
letters were uppercase.

I thought to myself, with a smile "Who doesn't go to the beach with a

pearl necklace on?" The inside of the card had two lines of text perfectly centered "Friends

friendship.
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Project Three: Rogerian Argument

Project Overview
How many times have you entered into an argument where the opponent was so passionate
about the topic that it seemed there was no reason or hope in site to have an intelligent, productive
argument? Argument has the connotation that the debate will be heated where tempers will flare and
passion will consume intelligible thinking.
Carl Rogers, a sociologist, saw this and realized no progress can come from it. He saw the
rhetorical devices being used and believed the traditional argument was set up for a winner, not for
progress for both parties involved. He wanted more of a compromise where both sides of the debate
would walk away happy and cordial. Thus, the Rogerian Argument came into being.

“It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought
without accepting it.” -Aristotle

How does a traditional argument differ from Rogerian?
Traditional
• Strong, Main Idea and
Position
• Your reasons for your
position
• The counter arguments and
their weaknesses
• Strong Finish boasting your
position.
• Completely deflating the
opposing side's position.

Rogerian
• Discussion of the problem from two points of view
using neutral language (Problem)
• Discuss "Side A's" point of view and select facts or
•

•

assertions that are against the opposing side's
pointof view (Exploration)
Discuss "Side B's" point of view and facts or
assertions the opponent may be able to agree on
through logic (Reconcile)
Presentation of thesis that establishes a
compromise between both sides. (Thesis)

Argument Topics
Choose one of the following approved topics for this project:
•
•
•

Should the minimum wage be raised, lowered, or stay the same?
Are beauty contests a good thing for young girls?
Should college athletes be paid?
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•
•

Should people on welfare have to have drug testing?
Should colleges abolish reliance on SAT and ACT scores for admissions?

These topics, and only these, are approved for the Rogerian argument. The use of an unrelated
argument will result in an automatic zero on the paper.

Development
Development of the Rogerian argument is up to you, but you must follow the four criteria of the
Rogerian listed above. Remember, you must use neutral language when talking about both sides of the
argument. This is not an opinion piece, so you must make sure you stay to the facts presented by the
authors of your articles. You are letting the authors speak for their side, so the use of quotations is a
must. Remember to use paraphrasing techniques as well.
The compromise can be opinionated, but it must include the positives of both sides. Whatever
the strongest, most logical points of both sides are, you should attempt to use them for your basis and
reasoning of the compromise.
Grading Rubric

Rogerian Structure: Stays objective and represents both sides of the argument well. Has introduction,
both sides, and a compromise.
Objective Compromise: The conclusion represents a well-balanced, creative, well thought out
compromise to the argument.
Citation Work: Quotes, summary, and paraphrase are used. A works cited and at least four (4)
references are used.
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Development and Format: A well designed structure. Keeps the attention of the reader without
confusion. Represents both sides well. Compromise.
Correctness: Well-Written. The piece follows the guidelines of at least 1800 words, 1 inch margins,
headings, citing, and Times New Roman font. Proper grammar and spelling is used.
Invention Portfolio: Everything is organized according to the table of contents. Everything is stapled,
labeled, and has student's name. Reflection letter meets requirements.
Creative Component: Included with portfolio. Must be a printed 11 x 17 poster with your name on the
back.
Participation/Presence: Assignments were handed in on time, student was in class and attentive, and
tardiness/absences under control.

Citations
You must have at least four(4) sources for your topic represented in the paper. The citations must be in
MLA format using both in-text citations as well as a works cited page. The guidelines can be found in
Writing in Action as well as owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/ .
Formatting
• Your paper must follow MLA format. Please consult Writing in Action for all details.
• Make sure to use 1 inch margins, 12pt Times New Roman, Citations, at least 1800 words
• Your paper must have a creative title which references your paper's content.
• Every Page must have your name and page count (Last Name 1)
• Your heading should be on the left side and have:
o Your Name/Professor Stuart/English 120/Date/Unit 3 Project/Word Count
Reflection Letter
Heading should only be your name, word count, and "Reflection Letter"
You must talk about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

At least 3 course outcomes (a couple sentences each)
Your creative component
How the project made you think differently about argument
Through research, did you change your opinion of the topic?
How has your writing changed since unit 1?
At least 600 words

Poster Creation
Remember, the poster must be 11 x 17 and printed (not hand drawn). It represents both sides of your
argument as well as the compromise.
Here are some videos on how to make the poster files:
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•
•
•

PowerPoint (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ouKL1uHEeDI)
Photoshop (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXm79e_AOvI)
Illustrator (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQv5odw49sc)

Project Due Dates
First Draft Due: 11/20
The first draft will be turned in via GoogleDrive to our class folder. For credit on this draft, you
must submit at least 800 words. (Include Word Count in heading)
Peer Review Draft: 11/25
Bring in a full draft of your work. The more you have, the more help it will be for the revision
process. Bring in two copies of your draft for markup. If you do not bring copies to the class, you
may not participate in this activity.
Final Draft Due: 12/2
Remember to put all drafts, table of contents, and designated writing articles into your portfolio.
1800 words.
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Alana Cope
Professor Stuart
English 120
November 20,2014
Unit 3 Project
Word Count 1847

Coin Toss
There is an ongoing debate regarding the profitability of all college sports and whether or
not student athletes should benefit financially for participating. Colleges, media, athletes,
lawyers and fans have all weighed in on the topic with a multitude of opinions and ideas. The
topic has brought to light some very important social and economic questions on both sides of
the debate. Currently, all student athletes are categorized as "amateurs", who are participating in
college athletics as an extension of their college experience. Over the years, college athletic
I

programs have grown exponentially and growing interest in college sports has increased. The
argument for paying players is based solely on the profits being made by the universities and the
NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association).

Opinions on the other side do not agree that

college athletes should be compensated; beyond an enrollment scholarship. Universities are
solely for developing student's skills to pursue their future career goals after graduation,
regardless if that career is in professional sports or healthcare.
We will first take a look at the side of the debate that favors paying student athletes as
professionals and the little background into the NCAA. The NCAA, a non-profit organization,
was established in "1906 as the Intercollegiate Athletic Association ofthe United States, or the
IAAUS, and assumed its current name in 1910" (Davidson and Stefko 4). They are responsible
for regulating and monitoring the sports leagues. The NCAA also established the "concept of
'amateurism', which encompasses the ideas that the athletes are unpaid ... participate in the sport
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competition out of recreational interest, to strengthen camaraderie and to become more wellrounded people" (Davidson and Stefko 4). With the growing number of universities and

?f~~

student's participating in college athletics, the complexity of problems grew; prompting the
NCAA to divide the schools into more manageable divisions.
Division I, the highest level a school can reach, is where the best athletic teams compete.
The less competitive leagues, Division's II and III, have the majority of student athletes but most
do not offer paid scholarships and produce little to no revenue. Today the business of college

r

sports "are an $8 billion industry, but 1% of college athletes are responsible for 99% of the

tr c-f

revenue" (Mayyasi).The NCAA "currently produces nearly $11 Billion in annual revenue from
college sports -

more than the estimated total league revenues of both the National Basketball

uf0

Association and the National Hockey Leag

Citlelman). College sports are no longer an

~.::/

amateur business; it hasn't been for some time now, especially in the men's football and
basketball arenas. It is a professional business that employs and pays high level coaches, and
managers and trainers make millions of dollars each year. "The average salary for a premier
NCAA Division I men's basketball coach also exceeded $1 Million" (Edelman). Students have
no right to any of the profits, even when their own likeness is used, selling ajersey with their
name on it for profit results in suspensions from games. Yet, the NCAA profits regularly from
selling athletic jerseys, video games, other memorabilia and lucrative television contracts. In
2010, a contract to televise men's college basketball games, netted the NCAA $108 million
dollars over a 14 year time frame.
Colleges yearly are spending money and aggressively attracting student athletes in the
hopes of winning a division championship. The National Players Association (NPA) finds that
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Cope 3

the "average scholarship is worth $23,204 per year" and that same student as a professional

<J

football or basketball athlete would "command salaries of $137,357 and $289,031" (Mayyasi).

flq

The value of an athletic scholarship pales in comparison to the profits being made.
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College athletes are required to miss classes to atten~.:tionallY

televised games, and the

S'"

scheduled during exam times and playoffs can extend into the next semester. Most of the revenue
made by the school rarely is reflected back into the classroom; instead it is used to build new
sports arenas and pay top coaching staff and administration. When a student athlete gets a career
ending injury, they receive no workers compensation and no help with medical bills. Schools can

Unlike the U.S, the employment laws in other countries are very specific ihen defining
what an employee is. For example in Germany and Czech Republic "if an athlete is not free to
decide on fundamental matters concerning his/her sport activity and its time he/shl shall be
considered an employee" (Davidson and Stefko 6). Under this definition, all college athletes in
I

the U.S. would be considered employees and due fair pay under the law. The argument is valid,
.~

if the profit is there and the students are not free to decide on fundamental issues than they

.-t~ '-.... should

: ·f
.:»

be employees and paid as such .
One of the main arguments against paying the athletes is that the majority of universities

~

'--!~

athletic programs already operate in the red. So, where is all the money going? Only 14 of the

b

120 universities make money from their athletic programs. If there is a profit being made, the

d

larger schools are the only ones benefiting. "The most successful (The Big Ten Conference)
distributes over $150 million to its members while the tiny Sun Belt Conference splits just over
$1 million" (Mayyasi). There is no money available for these smaller schools to pay their
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top Division I athletes regularly devote more than 50 hour;j,er week to the sport. Games are

also decide to drop an injured player, and revoke their scholarship, for a new athletic prospect.
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Cope 4

athletes. They are already behind the ball when it comes to competing with top schools. They
have a higher enrollment rate, higher level coaches, teachers and better educational programs. In
order for smaller schools to even attempt to make it into the Division I league, they need to
spend more money on recruiting top athletes, coaching staff, marketing their school, trainers and
renovating current stadiums. Iftheir teams make it to the top competing Division, the profit they
receive goes straight to paying off debts already incurred.
The business of college sports is a catch twenty-two for universities. In order to compete
in the top level, schools have to spend large sums of money without the guarantee of a payout.
Pressure from the fans and school supporters make it increasingly difficult for the universities to
stay out of the championship race for a title. Top coaches hop from school to school, demanding
higher pay each time. "Football and basketball coaches are the most highly compensated public
official in every state ... 5 to 10 times higher than those of a university president" (Mayyasi).
Strong interest in college athletics hinder the universities abilities to make cuts to ihe athletic
program, even though most know the spending is out of control. Schools are consistently trying
to dig themselves out of debt, while continuing to overspend on athletics. (
I
~J••U
s <- "" t<,,{!,.e~.
Schools are also subject to gender rules set by the NCAA; tie number of scholarships for

r ~(

high producing male athletes must equal the number of scholarships offered to woman who
participate in non-revenue producing sports. Spending money to create a "for profit" team
increases their responsibility to create an equal athletic opportunity for all students.
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Even if the money was there to pay college athletes, how would it be regulated and
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istributed? Who would decide how much each athlete receives and how much? Is each athlete

Y

V
t
paid the same or is it based
)9'"

on athletic ability or by sporting event? What about women's sports?

,I

('.~ " The smaller schools with lower level academic programs wouldn't be able to afford to pay their

~kJ'
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Cope 5

athletes, and the schools with larger budgets would attract better athletes with the ability to pay
them more. The cycle of overspending would continue without any resolution. The schools are
already paying the price to play, with limited or no profit.
The argument also made is that a student's athletic education is no different than their
academic education. Coaches should be looked at the same as teachers; part of the educational
process. Coaches are training and teaching their athletes the art and mechanics of the game.
Providing them with the knowledge and skills they need to be competitive in the arletic
marketplace upon graduation. The knowledge and camaraderie learned while participating in
college athletics is part of making the student a whole and well-rounded individual Paying high
profile student athletes for participating in sports would be the equivalent of paying students who
get top honors.
So what is the compromise? Both sides present very compelling arguments and it is a
difficult task to find a middle ground that will suit both sides. The most difficult part was
considering the effect on the smaller schools and the non-revenue producing teams. However,
taking everything into consideration I was able to come up with a solution that I think both sides
can agree upon.
First student athletes who participate in college sports should not be labeled
"professionals", they are "amateurs" and are participating in the sport to learn and hone their
craft. Painting all student athletes with the same brush when discussing payment would also be
detrimental to the smaller schools and have a long term effect on their ability to recruit and staff.
There is merit there, however, that athletes should receive some payment, but it should be on a
pay-for-performance basis. Student athletes who have the athleticism to be recruited by the top
schools and assist in helping their school win a championship should be compensated. The
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problem is not with paying the students; it lies in regulating the NCAA, schools and coaching
staff.
Place a cap on the salaries across the board for all coaches, trainers and athletic
administrators. The starting salary for each coach is the same for every school but can increase
based on bonuses tied to the team's performance. If the team wins games, the salary increases for
all the athletic staff. If the team makes it to the championships, wins a spot on the coveted
national media stage, their likeness is used for profit or they are injured during a game, the
players and the team will be compensated by any profits made by the NCAA. Any other
additional profit can be used to payoff any school athletic debts, restructuring of the
organization or renovating athletic facilities. The same will apply for all other athletic sporting
events. If there is no interest in the sport and no lucrative deals to be made, then there are no
profits, no additional salaries and no renovations. Schools start off on the same playing field with
the same dollar amount capped for each school to be spent on athletics. Donations and other
incoming sponsored money will be divided evenly between school's athletic and academic
departments; eliminating the one sided spending on athletics. Any money from renovations or
additional needs the school has must come from an increase in tuition, fundraising] ticket sales to
school stadium games, or in the money they save from eliminating the high paid salaries of their
athletic staff. Any additional money made from lucrative NCAA promotions, not tied directly to
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Instructor Bio Revision
Remember, only make one change per student, but you may add as many details as you like. Compare
this document to the original (also posted in this folder) or click on “All changes saved in Drive” next to
the “help” dropdown. Be mindful of what you post. It is fine to offend me, but please do not offend
your fellow peers. Most of all, be creative and have fun!

Do not revise (Master Copy)
My name is Christopher Michael Stuart, and this is my story:
I was born on July 3 to Janet, a waitress, and David, a police officer. I was born in Livingston, New Jersey
in Saint Barnabas Hospital. I was the second of three children; Pat is a year and a half older than me and
Cory is four years younger. After nearly thirteen years, we moved to a town on the Jersey shore.
While I was younger, we traveled to different campgrounds all over the east coast as a family. The
campground we frequented most was in upstate New York called Alpine Lake. We went there every
summer for about eight years. We would often hike, swim in the lakes, and play sports.
At twelve, I started my first job at Subway. At the age of fourteen, I started to work at a local restaurant
called Sweet Jenny’s, which I continued to work at off and on for the next eight years as a busboy,
waiter, and eventually a manager. I also worked at Olive Garden and Charlie Brown’s Steakhouse during
those eight years.
Once I graduated high school, I attended Ocean County College for my Associates Degree in Liberal Arts.
After I graduated, I attended Montclair State University for my Bachelor’s degree in English Studies, Film
Studies, and Creative Writing. I started my application for graduate school, but was advised to take time
off before returning to school.
After graduating, I struggled to find a job. I ended up working for a warehouse in a shipping/receiving
department. After nearly a year, I was promoted to work in quality control for Gaspari Nutrition’s
corporate headquarters. After three years of working, I decided it was time to go back to school. I
applied to Eastern Michigan University in the Master’s Literature program. After a year of classes, I
became a first year writing instructor and writing tutor.
I am currently working on my thesis, which is about defining the literary trickster archetype in both
Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyda and Martin’s Song of Ice and Fire series, commonly known as The Game
of Thrones.
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Instructor Bio Revision
Remember, only make one change per student, but you may add as many details as you like. Compare
this document to the original (also posted in this folder) or click on “All changes saved in Drive” next to
the “help” dropdown. Be mindful of what you post. It is fine to offend me, but please do not offend
your fellow peers. Most of all, be creative and have fun!
Student Copy
My name is Christopher Michael Stuart, and I am a billy goat:
I was born on February 30th to Janet Jackson, an auror, and David, a cheap prostitute. I was born in
Livingston, New Jersey in Saint Barnabas Hospital. I was the forty fifth of fifty children; Pat is a year and
a half older than me and Cory is four years younger and the others I forgot how old they even are. I can’t
bring myself to care enough to name the other forty-eight of us. After nearly thirteen years, we moved
to a town on the Jersey shore. My favorite hobby to take part in as a child was necrophilia. It was my
passion, what I woke up thinking about and what I went to bed to dream about.
While I was younger and cooler, we traveled to different campgrounds all over the east coast as a
family. The campground we frequented most was in upstate New York called Camp Tinkle Town. We
went there every summer for about eight years. We would often hike, swim in the lakes, have pissing
contest, dance in tutu’s, and play sports. I have many memories of spending time with Mom, Dad and
his clients sharing a tent in the wilderness. I remember my mom would tell me the stories about the
moans and grunts being from magical animals in the forest. Those were the days.
At twelve, I started my first job at Chippendales. At the age of 3 and a half, I started to work at a local
restaurant called Sweet Jenny’s strip joint, which I continued to work at off and on for the next eight
years as a bust it baby ;), waiter, and eventually as the house mom to all the wonderful and oh so
talented strippers. I also worked at Olive Garden and Charlie Brown’s Steakhouse during those eight
years.
Once I graduated high school, I attended Ocean County College for my Associates Degree in Dragon
Arts. After I graduated, I attended GATU( Gangsters and Thugs University) for my Bachelor’s degree in
Street Knowledge, Rap Artists, and Creative Pimpin’. I started my application for graduate school, but
was advised to take time off before returning to school due to my intense anime porn addiction. During
my time off I decided to spend time working on the corner as a he-bitch man whore known for my tree
fiddy short stay.
After graduating, I struggled to find a job. So I went back to my old ways of stripping for mcdonalds. I
ended up working for a warehouse in a shipping/receiving special surprises in the bathroom during
lunch time department. After nearly a year, I was promoted to work in quality control for Gaspari
Nutrition’s corporate headquarters. After three years of working, I decided it was time to eat the booty
like groceries, Yum! I applied to Eastern Michigan University in the I Make Things Out of Chainmail
Program. After a year of classes, I became a first year writing instructor and writing tutor.
I am currently working on my thesis, which is about defining the literary trickster archetype in both
Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and Martin’s Song of Ice and Fire series, commonly known as The Game
of Thrones.
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For Your Audience…Rhetorically Speaking
Choosing how to express your meaning is every bit as important as the message itself, which is
really what rhetoric is. Every time you go to write anything (and every time you open your
mouth), whether actively conscious of the purpose or not, you are making decisions about
which words to use and what tone to establish as you order your thoughts based upon what is
appropriate for your intended audience in that context. (Boyd 87)
For this assignment, you are to interact with Janet Boyd’s article, “Murder! (Rhetorically Speaking)” with
the below prompts which will enhance your understanding of rhetoric and genre. It is important that
you read the entire article as opposed to just flipping to the activities. The article gives you great detail
as to what rhetoric is and the components that make it up.
Keep in mind the following “Five Facts” Boyd lays out in the beginning of the article. Try to write in each
given genre, but keep to the facts given. You are allowed to add information, but try to keep it realistic.

The “Five Facts” of the Scene
Who: Mark Smith
What: Murdered
Where: Parking Garage
When: June 6, 2010; 10:37pm
How: Multiple stab wounds
Prompt 1: (Page 88)
Using the five facts, create a police report as if you were a detective. You are using the facts above, but
you need to fill in the specific details of the scene. Be mindful that you are writing in the “police report”
genre. Your audience is your superiors in the office, lawyers, jury, judge, and potentially the media.
What do you write to fully explain the scene?

Prompt 2: (Page 91)
Again, using the five facts, you are now to write a coroner’s report of the body. Even though you are
writing a different report, your audience is the same as the detective report. Keep diction (word choice)
in mind. What do you see?

Prompt 3: (Page 94)
Using the information you have already used for Mark Smith, you are to create a short eulogy, or a
speech of remembrance. You can decide who your audience is. Is it those at the funeral home? Is this
going to be more of an obituary? What details will you choose to include? What do you want to say?
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Prompt 4: (Page 97)
After the investigation, coroner’s report, and eulogy, you should have a good understanding of Mark
Smith. Now you are faced with his killer and all eyes are on you; Mark Smith’s lawyer. You need to give
your closing argument to the jury which will deliver the verdict, so what do you say?
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Business Collaboration Assignment
Instruction:
You and your assigned partner are both collaborators that need to accomplish two tasks. Collaborator 1
is the first person listed in the group, Collaborator 2 is the second. Follow the tasks and the instructions
listed below. Each task must be at least 2 full paragraphs. Remember to use the rhetorical devices we
have talked about in class. Keep in mind your Audience, Tone, Style, what jargon is used, etc.
Remember to make it grammatically “perfect.” Have fun.
Task 1: Collaborator 1
-You are to write a memo to the CEO of a company from the marketing department pushing for
your new product to be made. This is a pitch, so make sure you really sell the idea to the CEO. The
product can be anything, but make sure it is similar to a product already on the market. Copy and Paste
your reference at the bottom of the memo (under your signature line). You need to include names,
titles, company name, etc for the memo. Keep the pitch professional and formal.
Collaborator 2
-The CEO rejected the pitch because it is too similar to the reference material. You need to do
another pitch with revisions. Take your partner’s pitch and change the details to make it drastically
different than the source reference. Make sure you keep the same format of the memo, but change the
date to reflect that the revision took place two weeks after the initial pitch. How you want to readdress
the issue is up to you.

Task 2: Collaborator 2
You are the manager of the warehouse facility where the above product is being shipped out.
There are large machines in use and someone recently got hurt. The injury (pretty serious but not life
threatening) is completely up to you. How the events unfolded are completely up to you, but remember
some important things. You need to be detailed and go through the step by step events of how the
injury happen. Explain it exactly how you saw it personally. Do not include witness reports.

Collaborator 1
-You are the assistant manager of this warehouse facility and two witnesses came to you with 5
details each which don’t exactly tell the same story as the manager. List out the five details of each
witness and incorporate them into the report. How you rewrite the report is up to you. (You may make
it impersonal/3rd person and work all three perspectives into the report, or you may combine the two
new reports and explain them below the first report and analyze the differences.) Style and design are
up to you.
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